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Gone Fishing
It is every contractor’s dream to locate a large
school of fish, catch ‘em and bring them home.
In this case, the fish were already home but
were in need of a renovation—as were the
homeowners.
Vergara Design-Build had a solution: A
kitchen addition with a separate room for an
underground fish tank visible from two levels
within the home. Everyone, including the fish,
was a winner!
Homeowner Debra appreciates her larger
kitchen with its custom cherry cabinets and multilevel granite countertops that blend perfectly with
the glass tile accents in the ceramic backsplash.
The high-end stainless steel appliances function
as good as they look, including the concealed
warming drawer. Can you find it?
Homeowner Tom enjoys the new space with
its lighting system consisting of multiple
layers of dimmable illumination as well as the
natural light provided by two skylights and two
casement windows in the backsplash area. This
artistic combination of light sources highlights
the natural beauty of the wood cabinets and
diagonal hardwood flooring.
The fish seem quite content with the new stone
surround capped by ceramic and glass tiles lit
by low voltage track heads. The “fish room” is
trimmed with clear cedar including the vaulted
ceiling. Glass tile accents are incorporated into

the diamond design of the wall coverings. The
flooring is slate-like porcelain tile. The required
ventilation system consists of a powerful exhaust
fan as well as an operable skylight, Pella
windows and patio door.
When the homeowners spend time in their media
room, they also enjoy the view of the new fish
habitat through a plate glass panel set into the
foundation wall. In turn, the fish can catch the
latest episode of The Animal Planet.
As always, everyone involved in this Vergara
Design-Build project was pleased with the
results, especially the underwater residents.
If only reel fishing could always bring such
success!
PS: The warming drawer is the top drawer to the
right of the refrigerator.
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Our clients say:
We wanted to let you know how much we love our
new addition and kitchen.
It is true that a kitchen can be the heart of the home
and the family. So i is with our new addition and
kitchen. We look forward to coming home after
a long hard day in the office to our relaxing and
beautiful new rooms. Thanks to your design, with
the kitchen completely open to the sunroom and
second family room, we can be with our family
and friends while preparing meals for gatherings.
The rooms add warmth and personality and
provide us with a place where everyone loves to
gather. The sun filters in with the large windows,
and the cathedral ceiling and open design allows
a feeling of spaciousness yet a sense of being
closely integrated into all activities. It is a wonderful
place to read, study and relax with the view of the
outdoors and the wildlife seeming to be just a arm’s
length away. In sum, the addition and new kitchen
have give us a whole new house—someplace in
which we can enjoy living for many years to come.
What made it this way is your attention to the
innumerable details that go into such a project
and your devotion to quality. We were so very
impressed with the individuals that you had work on
the project...we appreciated their own attention to
detail and craftsmanship. The quality far surpasses
that found in multi-million dollar homes—but now of
course, ours looks like a million too!
Working with you was exceptionally easy. You
are superb in taking care of all the details and
ensuring that any concern of question was promptly
addressed. We never had a worry about the
job—which was a godsend to us. It is the most
for which anyone starting such a project could
hope. We knew what to expect on the
budget and we appreciated you working
with us to find ways to cut costs when
needed.
So now that all is done—it was quite an
adventure, but quite worth it. — BR & MR

Are you ready
for winter?
Give your Furnace a Check-up
During the winter your heater is the last
thing you want to break down. Schedule
a yearly maintenance check-up with a
certified heating and cooling professional
to make sure everything is functioning
properly.
Prevent Freezing Pipes
When on vacation, turn off all running
water to the outside and all non-essential
appliances. This will prevent water from
freezing in the pipes. Wrap your pipes
with heating tape and insulate unfinished
rooms that have exposed pipes.
Keep Your Fireplace and Chimney Safe
It is important to have both your fireplace
and chimney serviced once a year. Install
carbon monoxide detectors around the
house and replace the batteries in your
smoke detectors.
Trim Back Bushes and Tree Branches
Ice and snow can collect on tree branches
and bushes, weighing them down and
causing them to break off, potentially
hitting your home or your car. Trim back
your bushes and cut down dead or
hanging tree branches.
Add Warmth to Your Home with Extra
Insulation
Check the insulation in your basement,
attic and crawl space. If these areas are
lacking adequate insulation, you will want
to add more, especially in your attic where
ice and snow can collect on the
rooftop.
Set Your Thermostat at a
Safe Temperature
Your thermostat should be set at
least 65 degrees. Going any lower
than that could cause your pipes to
freeze and burst. Consider purchasing
a programmable thermostat.
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Less is more
An overcrowded and
inconvenient full bath
was transformed
into a usable powder
room. By removing the
bathtub, more space
was available for a
pedestal sink, and a
mini-wall between the
sink and commode.

A back wall holds a
floor to ceiling mirror,
complete with glass
shelving. The mirror
creates the illusion of a
larger room, furthering
the transformation from
cramped to spacious.

